Subject: MAG Recirculating Pump

SCOPE
All Multiplex Soda Factory & Icecore Remote Refrigeration Soda Equipment, Recirculating Pump & Motor Assembly

SYMPTOM:
Rotary vane pumps used in recirculating applications leak at a weep hole in the shaft of the pump and replacing the pump corrects the issue for only a short while.

ACTIONS:
Multiplex has worked with Procon to develop a new recirculating motor and pump assembly. This assembly has a magnetic drive to eliminate the seals that are prone to leakage and is now standard on all new Multiplex Icecore 44G, 44HC, and 50G equipment.

The MAG 215 Circulation Pump Retrofit Kit, part number 020003211, is available and will work with either 115 volt or 220 volt pump applications. The kit contains a dual voltage motor, 115V & 230V wire harness, a magnetic drive pump, bolts, bracket and instructions to install in older equipment.

FURTHER ACTIONS
Contact Manitowoc Beverage Systems Service Sellersburg Indiana if you have any questions or concerns: 1-800-367-4233.

Important
This pump and motor should not be used as a carbonator pump & motor, or a glycol recirculating pump and motor for the Beermaster series.